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SHARP INEQUALITIES FOR DETERMINANTS OF
TOEPLITZ OPERATORS AND ∂¯−LAPLACIANS ON
LINE BUNDLES
ROBERT J. BERMAN
Abstrat. We prove sharp inequalities for determinants of Toeplitz
operators and twisted ∂¯−Laplae operators on the two-sphere, gener-
alizing the Moser-Trudinger-Onofri inequality. In partiular a sharp
version of onjetures of Gillet-Soulé and Fang motivated by Arakelov
geometry is obtained; appliations to SU(2)−invariant determinan-
tal random point proesses on the two-sphere are also disussed. The
inequalities are obtained as orollaries of a general theorem about the
maximizers of a ertain non-loal funtional dened on the spae of
all positively urved Hermitian metris on an ample line bundle L
over a ompat omplex manifold. This funtional is an adjoint
version, introdued by Berndtsson, of Donaldson's L-funtional and
generalizes the Ding-Tian funtional whose ritial points are Kähler-
Einstein metris. In partiular, new proofs of some results in Kähler
geometry are also obtained, inluding a lower bound on Mabuhi's
K−energy and the uniqueness result for Kähler-Einstein metris on
Fano manifolds of Bando-Mabuhi.
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1. Introdution
Consider the two-dimensional sphere S2 equipped with its standard
Riemannian metri g0 of onstant positive urvature, normalized so that
the orresponding volume form ω0 gives unit volume to S
2. A elebrated
inequality of Moser-Trudinger-Onofri proved in its sharp form by Onofri
[41℄, asserts that
(1.1) log
∫
S2
e−uω0 ≤ −
∫
S2
uω0 +
1
4
∫
S2
du ∧ dcu
1
for any, say smooth, funtion u on S2, where the last term is the L2−norm
of the gradient of u in the onformally invariant notation of setion 1.1
below.
As is well-known the inequality above has a rih geometri ontent
and appears in a number of seemingly unrelated ontexts ranging from
the problem of presribing the Gauss urvature in a onformal lass of
metris on S2 (the Yamabe and Nirenberg problems [18℄) to sharp ritial
Sobolev inequalites [5℄ and lower bounds on free energy funtionals in
mathematial physis [41, 46℄. The geometri ontent of the inequality
above appears learly when onsidering the extremal funtions u. Note
rst that e−uω0 appearing in the left hand side above is the volume
form orresponding to the metri gu := e
−ug0, onformally equivalent
to g0. Denoting by Conf0(g0) the set of all metris gu with normalized
volume (equal to one), equality holds in 1.1 for u suh that gu ∈ Conf0(g0)
preisely when gu is the pull-bak of g0 under a onformal transformation
of S2. Sine, g0 has onstant urvature, this latter fat means that u
satises the onstant positive urvature equation
ω0 + dd
cu = e−uω0,
where ddcu is proportional to (∆g0u)ω0 (using the notation in setion
1.1).
There is also a spetral intepretation of the Moser-Trudinger-Onofri
inequality. As shown by Onofri [41℄ and Osgood-Phillips-Sarnak [42℄ the
inequality 1.1 is equivalent to the fat that the funtional
gu 7→ det∆gu
on Conf0(g0), where det∆gu denotes the (zeta funtion regularized) deter-
minant of the Laplaian ∆gu wrt the metri gu, ahieves its upper bound
preisely for g0 (modulo onformal transformations as above). The bridge
between this latter fat and the inequality 1.1 is given by the Polyakov
anomaly formula [18℄, whih rst appeared in Physis in the path integral
(random surfae) approah to the quantization of the bosoni string.
From the point of view of omplex geometry (S2, g0) may be iden-
tied with the omplex projetive line P1 endowed with its standard
SU(2)−invariant Kähler metri ω0 (the Fubini-Study metri). The two-
form ω0 is the normalized urvature form of an Hermitian metri h0 on
the hyper plane line bundle O(1) → P1. For any natural number m, the
pair (ω0, h0) indues naturally
• an SU(2)−invariant Hermitian produt on the spaeH0(P1,O(m))
of global holomorphi setions of the m th tensor power O(m) of
O(1), i.e. on the spae of all homogenous polynomials of degree
m.
• a Dolbeault Laplae operator ∆(m)
∂¯0
(i.e. a ∂¯−Laplaian) on the
spae of smooth setions of O(m), suh that its null-spae is pre-
isely H0(P1,O(m)).
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Changing the Hermitian metri on O(m) orresponds to twisting by
a funtion e−u, for u ∈ C∞(S2) and we will denote the orresponding
Dolbeault Laplae operator by ∆
(m)
∂¯u
(see setion 1.2.1 for preise deni-
tions). It is worth emphasizing that as opposed to the Laplaian ∆gu the
Dolbeault Laplaian ∆
(m)
∂¯u
is invariant under translation of u. Motivated
by Arakelov Geometry - notably the arithmeti Riemann-Roh theorem
- Gillet-Soulé made a general onjeture whih in the ase of S2 amounts
to the following ([32℄; see also [31℄ p. 526-527)
Conjeture. (Gillet-Soulé). The determinant of the Dolbeault Laplaian
∆
(m)
∂¯u
naturally indued by the funtion u on any given line bundle O(m)
over S2 is bounded from above when u ranges over C∞(S2).
This was onrmed by Fang [30℄, who by symmetrization redued the
problem to the ase when u is invariant under rotation around an axes
of S2, earlier treated by Gilllet-Soulé [32℄. Fang also put forward the
following more preise form of the onjeture above:
Conjeture. (Fang). The upper bound in the previous onjeture is
ahieved preisely for u identially onstant.
As pointed out by Fang one motivation for this latter onjeture is
that, after introduing suitable numerial onstants depending on m in
the right hand side of 1.1, it is implied be an inequality whose formula-
tion is obtained by replaing
∫
X
e−uω0 by the determinant of the Toeplitz
operator with symbol e−u ating on the spae H0(P1,O(m)). In this latter
form the onjeture an be seen as a holomorphi analogue of an inequal-
ity appearing in onnetion to the lassial Szegö strong limit theorem on
S1 (see hapter 3.1 in [34℄). The relation between inequalities of Toeplitz
operators on the sphere and upper bounds on determinants of Dolbeault
Laplaians is a diret onsequene of the anomaly formula of Bismut-
Gillet-Soulé [14℄, whih generalizes Polyakov's formula referred to above.
It should also be pointed out that Toeplitz operators appear naturally in
the Berezin-Toeplitz quantization of Kähler manifolds and in miroloal
analysis [1℄.
In this paper the positive solution of Fang's onjeture will be dedued
from a general result about the maximizers of a non-loal funtional Fω0
dened on the spae of all positively urved Hermitian metris on an am-
ple line bundle L over a Kähler manifold (X,ω0). In fat, a more preise
inequality then the one onjetured by Fang will be obtained (Corollary
3) whih implies both Fang's onjeture and the Moser-Trudinger-Onofri
inequality above (and hene the extremal properties of det∆gu , as well).
The inequality obtained is equivalent to the upper bound
(1.2) log(
det∆
(m)
∂¯u
det∆
(m)
∂¯0
) ≤ −
1
2
(
1
(m+ 2)
)
∫
du ∧ dcu(≤ 0),
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where det∆
(m)
∂¯u
is the Dolbeault Laplaian orresponding to O(m), whih
learly implies Fang's onjeture above. The extremals in the rst in-
equality above will also be haraterized.
As pointed out in remark 14 the inequality in Corollary 3 is sharp in
a rather strong sense. Moreover, in the limit when m tends to innity,
while the funtion u is kept xed, the inequality beomes an asymptoti
equality. As it turns out, this latter fat is essentially equivalent to a
Central Limit Theorem for a ertain random point proess on the sphere.
This proess appears naturally as a random matrix model and as a one
omponent plasma in the statistial physis litterature (see setion 4).
The funtional Fω0 referred to above is an adjoint version, introdued
by Berndtsson, of Donaldson's (normalized) L-funtional and generalizes
the Ding-Tian funtional whose ritial points are Kähler-Einstien met-
ris. In partiular, new proofs of some results in Kähler geometry are
also obtained, inluding a lower bound on Mabuhi's K−energy and
the uniqueness result for Kähler-Einstein metris on Fano manifolds of
Bando-Mabuhi (see setion 1.3 for preise referenes).
The relation between the inequality 1.1 and Kähler-Einstein metris of
positive urvature in higher dimensions seems to rst have been suggested
by Aubin [3℄. It should also be pointed out that reently Rubinstein [40,
39℄ gave a dierent omplex geometri proof of the inequality 1.1 using
the inverse Rii operator and its relation to various energy funtionals in
Kähler geometry. See also Müller-Wendland [43℄ for a proof of the result
on extremals of determinants of the salar Laplaian using the Rii ow.
However, these latter methods seem to be less well adapted to the non-
loal variational equations whih appear in the setting of Gilllet-Soulé's
and Fang's onjetures.
Before turning to the preise statement of the main result we will rst
introdue the general setup.
1.1. Setup. Let L → X be a holomorphi line bundle over a ompat
omplex manifold X of omplex dimension n. Denote by Aut0(X,L) the
group of automorphism of (X,L) in the onneted omponent of the
identity, modulo the elements that at as the identity on X. The line
bundle L will be assumed ample, i.e. there exists a Kähler form ω0 in
the rst Chern lass c1(L) and a weight ψ0 on L suh that ω0 is the
normalized urvature (1, 1)−form of the hermitian metri on L loally
represented as h0 = e
−ψ0 . In this notation, the spae of all positively
urved smooth hermitian metris on L may be identied with the open
onvex subset
Hω0 := {u : ωu := dd
cu+ ω0 > 0}
of C∞(X), where dc := i(−∂ + ∂)/4π, so that ddc = i
2π
∂∂. Note that,
under this identiation, the natural ation of Aut0(X,L) on the spae of
all metris on L orresponds to the ation (u, F ) 7→ v := F ∗(ψ0+u)−ψ0
so that, in partiular, ωv = F
∗ωu. Oasionally, we will also work with
the losure Hω0 of Hω0 in L
1(X,ω0), oiniding with the spae of all
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ω0−plurisubharmoni funtions on X, i.e. the spae of all upper semi-
ontinuous funtions u whih are absolutely integrable and suh that
ωu ≥ 0 as a (1, 1)−urrent.
We equip the N−dimensional omplex vetor spae H0(X,L+KX) of
all holomorphi setions of the adjoint bundle L+KX where KX is the
anonial line bundle on X, with the Hermitian produt indued by ψ0,
i.e.
〈s, s〉ψ0 := i
n2
∫
X
s ∧ s¯e−ψ0 ,
identifying s with a holomorphi n−form with values in L. We will use
additive notation for tensor produts of line bundles.
1.2. Statement of the main results. Next, we will introdue the two
funtionals on Hω0 whih will play a leading role in the following. First,
onsider the following energy funtional
(1.3) Eω0(u) :=
1
(n + 1)!V
n∑
i=1
∫
X
u(ddcu+ ω0)
j ∧ (ω0)
n−j,
where V := Vol(ω0) is the volume of L, whih seems to rst have appeared
in the work of Mabuhi [44℄ and Aubin [3℄in Kähler geometry (Eω0 =
−F 0ω0 in the notation of [51℄). It also appears in Arithmeti (Arakelov)
geometry as the top degree omponent of the seondary Bott-Chern lass
of L attahed to the Chern harater.
The seond funtional Lω0 may be geometrially dened as
1
N
times the
logarithm of the quotient of the volumes of the unit-balls in H0(X,L +
KX) dened by the Hermitian produts indued by the metris ψ0 and
ψ0 + u [9℄. Conretely, this means that
(1.4) Lω0(u) := −
1
N
log det(〈si, sj〉ψ0+u),
where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N and si is any given base in H
0(X,L + KX) whih
is orthogonal wrt 〈·i, ·〉ψ0 . The funtional Lω0(u) may also be invariantly
expressed as a Toeplitz determinant:
(1.5) Lω0(u) := −
1
N
log det(T [e−u]),
where T [e−u] is the Toeplitz operator with symbol e−u dened as the linear
operator ΠL ◦ e−u· on H0(X,L + KX), expressed in terms of the the
orthogonal projetion ΠL : C∞(X)→ H0(X,L+KX) (ompare formula
6.2 in the appendix). If N = 0 we let Lω0(u) := −∞. The normalizations
are made so that the funtional
Fω0 := Eω0 −Lω0
is invariant under addition of onstants and hene desends to a fun-
tional on the spae of all Kähler metris in c1(L). An element u in Hω0
will be said to be ritial (wrt L + KX) if it is a ritial point of the
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funtional Fω0 on Hω0 , i.e. if u is a smooth solution in Hω0 of the Euler-
Lagrange equations (dFω0)u = 0. These equations may be written as the
highly non-linear Monge-Ampère equation:
(1.6)
1
V n!
(ddcu+ ω0)
n = β(u),
where β(u) is the Bergman measure assoiated to u (formula 2.4 below).
This latter measure depends on u in a non-loal manner and is stritly
positive preisely when L + KX is globally generated, i.e. when there,
given any point x in X, exists an element s in H0(X,L+KX) suh that
s(x) 6= 0. For example, sine L is ample, this ondition holds when L is
replaed by kL for k suiently large.
By denition, a ritial point u is a priori only a loal extremum of
Fω0. But the next theorem relates global maximizers of Fω0 and its ritial
points:
Theorem 1. Let L be an ample line bundle suh that the adjoint line
bundle L + KX is globally generated. Then the absolute maximum of
the funtional Fω0 on Hω0 is attained at any ritial point u. Moreover,
any smooth maximizer of Fω0 on Hω0 is unique (up to addition of on-
stants) modulo the ation of Aut0(X,L). In partiular, suh a maximizer
is ritial.
In the ase when the ample line bundle L = −KX , so that X is a
Fano manifold, the spae H0(X,L +KX) is one-dimensional and hene
Lω0(u) = −
1
N
log
∫
e−(u+ψ0). Then it is well-known that any ritial point
may be identied with a Kähler-Einstein metri on X .
It should be emphasized that the existene of ritial points of Fω0 is
a very diult issue losely related to onjetures of Yau, Tian, Don-
aldson and others in Kähler geometry [51, 27, 49℄. Even in the ase
L = −KX there are well-known examples already on omplex surfaes,
where ritial points do not exist.
Next, assume that (X,L) is K−homogenous, i.e. that X admits a
transitive ation by a ompat semi-simple Lie group K, whose ation
on X lifts to L. We will then take ω0 as the unique Kähler form in c1(L)
whih is invariant under the ation of K on X.
Corollary 2. Let L → X be a K−homogenous ample holomorphi line
bundle over a ompat omplex manifold X and denote by ω0 be the
unique K−invariant Kähler metri in c1(L). Then, for any funtion u
in Hω0
−Lω0(u) ≤ −Eω0(u)
with equality i the funtion u is onstant, modulo the ation of Aut0(X,L).
Surprisingly, speializing to the ase when X is a omplex urve (i.e.
n = 1) allows one to take u as any smooth funtion (whih is not true
in higher dimensions, as shown in [39℄ in the ase when L = −KX ; see
remark 12). More generally, we an then take u to be in the Sobolev
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spae W 2,1(X) of all funtions u on X suh that u and its dierential du
are square integrable.
We will next onsider the homegenous ase, i.e. whenX = P1, the om-
plex projetive line (i.e. topologiallyX = S2, the two-sphere) and hene
K = SU(2). In this ase any ample line bundle L may be written as O(k),
where k is a positive integer and H0(P1,O(k)+KP1) = H
0(P1,O(k−2))
may be identied with the spae of all polynomials of at most degree
m := k− 2 on the ane piee C in P1 (assuming k ≥ 2). Moreover, if we
take ψ0,k(z) = k log(1+ zz¯) as the xed invariant weight on O(k), in the
usual trivialization over the ane piee C, then, under the identiation
above, the Hermitian produt on H0(P1,O(k) +KP1) may be written as
(1.7) 〈pm, pm〉ψ0+u :=
∫
C
|pm|
2
(1 + zz¯)m
e−uω0
for pm(z) a polynomial on C of degree at mostm (ompare setion 3.3.1).
Hene,
Lω0,k(u) := (m+ 1)Lm(u) := − log det(cij
∫
C
ziz¯j
(1 + zz¯)m
e−uω0),
where i, j = 0, ..., m and 1/cij = (m+ 1)
(
m
i
)(
m
j
)
.
Corollary 3. Let u be a funtion in the Sobolev spae W 2,1(S2) on the
two-sphere S2 and denote by ω0 the volume form orresponding to the
metri on S2 with onstant urvature and volume one. Then
−Lm(u) ≤ −(m+ 1)
∫
S2
uω0 + (
m+ 1
m+ 2
)
1
2
∫
S2
du ∧ duc
with equality i there exists a Möbius transformation M of S2 suh that
ωu = M
∗ω0.
The ase when m = 0, so that −Lm(u) = log
∫
C
e−uω0, is preisely
the elebrated Moser-Trudinger-Onofri inequality 1.1. The redution of
the proof of Corollary 3 to Corollary 2, is based on properties of the
projetion operator Pω (formula 1.8).
1.2.1. Appliation to determinants of ∂¯−Laplae operators and Analyti
Torsion. Consider again the ase when X = P1 is the omplex projetive
line equipped with the standard Kähler form ω0. Any funtion u orre-
sponds to a metri on O(m) with weight mψ0+u, where m is a xed non-
negative integer. Hene, the pair (ω0,u) indues natural Hilbert norms on
the spae Ω0,q(O(m)) of smooth (0, q)−forms with values in O(m), where
q = 0, 1. Denote by ∆
(m)
∂¯u
the orresponding ∂¯−Laplae (Dolbeault) op-
erator ating on the spae Ω0(O(m), i.e. ∆(m)
∂¯u
= ∂¯
∗
∂¯, where ∂¯
∗
is the
formal adjoint of the ∂¯−operator
∂¯ : Ω0,0(O(m))→ Ω0,1(O(m))
7
Note that ∂¯
∗
may be expressed in terms of the adjoint ∂¯
∗,0
indued by
u = 0 as
∂¯
∗
= eu∂¯
∗,0e−u
The zeta funtion regularized determinant of the operator obtained by re-
striting ∆
(m)
∂¯u
to the orthogonal omplement of its kernel will be denoted
by det∆
(m)
∂¯u
(ompare [14℄). Given the result in the previous orollary, the
anomaly formula (i.e. a family Riemann-Roh-Grothendiek theorem) of
Bismut-Gillet-Soulé [14℄ now implies the following positive solution of
Fang's onjeture
Corollary 4. Given the line bundle O(m)→ P1, the orresponding fun-
tional
u 7→ det∆(m)
∂¯u
on the spae of all smooth funtions u on P1 attains its maximum preisely
for u a onstant funtion.
In fat, the proof of the previous Corollary, will give the stronger state-
ment that the inequality 1.2 for det∆∂¯u stated in the introdution holds
and that this latter inequality is equivalent to Corollary 3. Note that a
diret onsequene of the previous orollary is the following reponse to a
variant of Ka's lassial question Can one hear the shape of a drum?"
[37℄: if the ∂¯−Laplaian on some power O(m) indued by a smooth met-
ri h on O(1) → P1 has the same spetrum (inluding multipliities)
as the ∂¯−Laplaian indued by the standard SU(2) invariant metri h0,
then h = Ch0 for a positive number C.
Finally it should be pointed out that in the general ase of an ample
line bundle L Theorem 1 yields a bound on the twisted Ray-Singer ana-
lyti torsion (see for example [14℄) assoiated to a semi-positively urved
metri on L in terms of the orresponding Quillen metri and the fun-
tional E . This is a diret onsquene of the fat that L +KX is ample,
so that the higher ohomology groups Hq(X,L + KX), q ≥ 1, vanish,
ombined with the anomaly formula of Bismut-Gillet-Soulé [14℄. For the
sake of brevity the details are omitted.
1.3. Further relations to previous results. In this ase when L =
−KX the rst statement of Theorem 1 is a result of Ding-Tian[25℄ and
the uniqueness of ritial points (i.e. Kähler-Einstein metris in this
ase) was proved earlier by Bando-Mabuhi [4℄. See [10℄ for a generaliza-
tion of this latter result to funtions of nite energy, in the ase when
Aut0(X,L) is disrete (ompare remark 5).
The extremal property of the ritial points in Theorem 1 an also be
seen as an analog of a result of Donaldson (Theorem 2 in [28℄) who fur-
thermore assumed that Aut0(X,L) is disrete. In this latter setting the
role of the spae H0(X,L+KX) is played by H
0(X,L) equipped with the
salar produts indued by the weight ψ0+u and the integration measure
(ωu)
n/n! Note however that in Donaldson's setting the funtional orre-
sponding to Fω0 is minimized on its ritial points (ompare setion 5.1
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and the disussion in setion 5 in [13℄). In the terminilogy of [28℄ these
latter ritial points orrepond to balaned metris. Donaldson used his
result, ombined with the deep onvergene results in [27℄ for balaned
metris, in the limit when L is replaed by a large tensor power, to prove
a lower bound on Mabuhi's K-energy funtional. It will be shown in
setion 5 how to dedue this latter result more diretly from Theorem 1
above.
It should also be pointed out that the inequality proved by Donaldson
orresponds to a lower bound on Fω0(u) in the present setting, whih
however will depend on u through its volume form (ωu)
n/n! (see the end
of setion5.1 ).
1.4. Conerning the proof of Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 1
relies on the reent work [13℄ of Berndtsson ombined with some global
pluripotential theory developed in [9, 11℄ (see also [10℄ for the ase L =
−KX). On one hand [13℄ gives that Fω0 is geodesially onvex wrt the
Riemann metri on the spae Hω0 introdued by Mabuhi [43℄. In turn,
this fat is used to show that any ritial point maximizes Fω0 on Hω0 ,
using the existene of (generalized) C0−geodesis in the losure Hω0 . On
the other hand, a main point in the proof of the uniqueness of ritial
points is to show that there are no smooth extremal points of Fω0 in the
boundary of Hω0 , i.e. in Hω0 −Hω0 . Following [9, 10℄ this is shown by
extending Fω0 to a (Gâteaux) dierentiable funtion on all of C
0(X), by
replaing Eω0 with the omposed map Eω0 ◦Pω0, where Pω0 is the following
(non-linear) projetion operator from C0(X) onto C0(X) ∩ Hω0 :
(1.8) Pω0[u](x) = sup {v(x) : v ∈ Hω0 , v ≤ u}
Remark 5. Consider the setting of Theorem 1 and assume that there
exists a (smooth) ritial point, whih we may assume is given by 0.
Then the inequality furnised by the theorem, i.e.
Fω0(u) := Eω0(u)−Lω0(u) ≤ 0
atually holds for all u in E1(X,ω0), i.e. for al u in the onvex set of all
u in Hω0 with nite energy; E(u) > −∞, where
E(u) := inf
u′≥u
E(u′)
when u′ ranges over all elements in Hω0 suh that u
′ ≥ u. Equivalently,∫
X
(ωu)
n = Vol(L) and −
∫
X
u(ωu)
n <∞ in terms of non-pluripolar prod-
uts (see [10℄ and referenes therein). The inequality on all of E1(X,ω0)
is simply obtained by writing u as a dereasing limit of elements in Hω0
and using the ontinuity of E and Lω0 under suh limits [10℄ (note that
e−u is integrable if E(u) > −∞ [10℄).
Moreover, in the ase when Aut0(X,L) is disrete it an be shown that
any maximizer of Fω0 on E
1(X,ω0), is in fat equal to a onstant. The
proof is a simple adaptation of the argument in [10℄ onerning the ase
L = −KX . It would be interesting to know if the general uniqueness
statement in Theorem 1 also remains true in the larger lass E1(X,ω0)?
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Organization. In setion 2 preliminaires for the proofs of the main re-
sults appearing in setion 3 are given. The proof of the uniqueness state-
ment in the main theorem relies on higher order regularity for geodesis
dened by inhomogenous Monge-Ampère equations. An alternative proof
based on onsiderably more elementary regularity results is given in se-
tion 3.6. In setion 3.5 appliations to Arithmeti (Arakelov) geometry
are briey indiated. In setion 4 some of the previous results are inter-
preted in terms of SU(2)−invariant determinantal random point proess
on S2. Finally, in setion 5 the limit when the line bundle L is replaed
by a large tensor power is studied and a new proof of the lower bound on
Mabuhi's K−energy for a polarized projetive manifold is given. Re-
lations to Donaldson's work are also disussed. In the appendix some
formulas involving Bergman kernels are realled and a Bergman kernel
proof of Theorem 9 is given.
2. Preliminaries: Geodesis and energy funtionals
2.1. Geodesis. The innite dimensional spae Hω inherits an ane
Riemannian struture from its natural imbedding as on open set in
C∞(X).Mabuhi, Semmes and Donaldson (see [19℄ and referenes therein)
introdued another Riemannian struture on Hω (modolo the onstants)
dened in the following way. Identifying the tangent spae of Hω at the
point u with C∞(X) the squared norm of a tangent vetor v at the point
u is dened as ∫
X
v2(ωu)
n/n!.
However, the existene of a geodesi ut inHω onneting any given points
u0 and u1 is an open and even dubious problem. There are two problems:
it is not known if i) ut smooth, ii) ωut is stritly positive, as a urrent. As
is well-known suh a geodesi may, if it exists, be obtained as the solution
of a homogenous Monge-Ampère equation (see below). In the following
we will simply take this haraterization as the denition of a geodesi.
It will also be important to onsider the larger spae Hω0 ∩C
0(X), sine
a priori the path ut may leave Hω.
Denition 6. A ontinuous path in Hω0 ∩ C
0(X) ut will be alled a
C0−geodesi onneting u0 and u1 if U(w, x) := ut(x), where t = log |w| ,
is ontinuous on
M := {1 ≤ |w| ≤ e} ×X := A×X
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with ddcU + π∗Xω0 ≥ 0 and
(2.1) (ddcU + π∗Xω0)
n+1 = 0
in the interiour of M in the sense of pluripotential theory [33, 23℄, where
πX denotes the projetion from M to X.
As shown in[11, 10℄ U(w, x) exists and is uniquely dened as the ex-
tension from ∂M obtained as the upper envelope
(2.2) U(w, x) = sup
{
V (w, x) : V ∈ Hπ∗
X
ω0(M), V ≤ U on ∂M
}
,
where Hπ∗
X
ω0(M) denotes the set of all smooth funtions V on M suh
that ddcU + π∗Xω0 > 0. If ut is suh that dd
cU + π∗Xω0 ≥ 0 then ut will
be alled a psh path (or a subgeodesi). In loal omputations we will
often make the identiation ut(x) = U(w, x) extending t to a omplex
variable. Then ut(x) is independent of the imaginary part of t and is
hene onvex wrt real t.
In the proof of the uniqueness part of Theorem 1 we will have great
use for the following regularity result for geodesis in Hω0, shown by
Chen [19℄. See also [16℄ for a detailed analysis of the proof and some
renements. The proof uses the method of ontinuity ombined with very
preise a prioiri estimates on the perturbed Monge-Ampère equations.
Theorem 7. (Chen) Assume that the boundary data in the Dirihlet
problem 2.1 for the Monge-Ampère operator on M is smooth on ∂M.
Then U ∈ C1,1C (M). More preisely, the mixed seond order omplex
derivatives of U are uniformly bounded, i.e. there is a positive onstant
C suh that
0 ≤ (ddcU + π∗Xω0) ≤ C(π
∗
Xω0 + π
∗
AωA)
where ωA is the Euledian metri on A.
In the statement above we have used the (non-standard) notation
C1,1C (M) for the set of all funtions U suh that, loally, the urrent
ddcU has oeents in L∞. Suh a U is alled almost C1,1 in [16℄. Note
that if U ∈ Hπ∗
X
ω0(M) then this is equivalent to U having a bounded
Laplaian ∆MU, where ∆M is the Laplaian on M wrt the Kähler metri
π∗Xω0 + π
∗
AωA on M. As will be explained in setion 3.6 the proof of the
uniqueness statement in Theorem 1 may atually be obtained by only
using the bounds on the derivatives of ut on X for t xed. As shown very
reently in [11℄ suh bounds may be obtained by working diretly with
the envelope 2.2.
Theorem 8. Assume that the boundary data in the Dirihlet problem 2.1
for the Monge-Ampère operator on M is in C1,1(∂M). Then ut ∈ C
1,1
C (X).
More preisely, the mixed seond order omplex derivatives of ut on X
are uniformly bounded, i.e. there is a positive onstant C suh that
0 ≤ (ddcut + ω0) ≤ Cω0
on X.
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One of the virtues of this latter approah is that the proof is remarkly
simple when X is homogenous.
2.2. The funtional Lω0 .. First note that the funtional Lω0(u) dened
by formula 1.5 is inreasing on C0(X), wrt the usual order relation. This
is an immediate onsequene of the basi geometri interpretation in [9℄
of Lω0(u) as propopertional to the logarithmi volume of the unit-ball in
the Hilbert spae H0(X,L+KX) equipped with the Hermitian produt
indued by the weight ψ0 + u. Alternatively, it follows from formula 2.3
below whih shows that the dierential of the funtional Lω0 on C
0(X)
may be represented by the positive measure βu. Integrating βu along a
line segment in C0(X) equipped with its ane struture then shows that
Lω0(u) is inreasing.
The dierential of the funtional Lω0 on C
0(X) is given by
(2.3) (dLω0)u = βu,
in the sense that given any smooth funtion v we have that
d(Lω0(u+ tv))/dtt=0 =
∫
X
βuv,
where βu is the Bergman measure assoiated to u. This latter measure is
the positive measure on X dened as
(2.4) βu = (i
n2 1
N
N∑
i=1
si ∧ s¯ie
−ψ0)e−u
in terms of any given orthonormal base (si) in the Hilbert spaeH
0(X,L+
KX) equipped with the Hermitian produt indued by the weight ψ0+u
(ompare setion 6.1). In partiular this means that βu may be repre-
sented as e−u times a stritly positive smooth measure on X if L+KX is
globally generated. The proof of formula 2.3 follows more or less diretly
from the denition (see [13℄ for a geometri argument).
The following theorem, whih is diret onsequene of a result of
Berndtsson about the urvature of diret image bundles [13℄, onsid-
ers the seond derivatives of Lω0 along a psh path. As a ourtesy to the
reader a proof of the theorem, using Bergman kernels, is given in the
appendix.
Theorem 9. (Berndtsson) Let ut be a ontinuous psh path in Hω0 . Then
the funtion t 7→ Lω0(ut) is onvex. Moreover, if Lω0(ut) is ane and
ut is a smooth psh path with ωut > 0 on X for all t, then there is an
automorphism S1 of (X,L), homotopi to the identity, suh that u1−u0 =
S∗1ψ0 − ψ0.
The onvexity statement in [13℄ assumed in fat that ut be smooth.
However, by uniform approximation the onvexity statement above in
fat holds for any ontinuous psh path in C0(X). Indeed, if ut is suh a
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path, then there exists, for example by Rihbergs's approximation theo-
rem [22℄, a sequene U j onverging uniformly towards U on M suh that
ddcU j + π∗ω0 > 0. Applying the theorem above to eah U
j
and letting
j tend to innity then gives that f(t) := Lω0(ut) is a uniform limit of
onvex funtions and hene onvex, proving the laim.
However, for the uniqueness statement the argument in [13℄ seems to
require that ωut be reasonably smooth in (t, x).Moreover, the assumption
that ωt > 0 is ruial to be able to dene the vetor elds Vt that integrate
to the automorphism S1 (see formula 3.6).
2.3. The funtional Eω0. First reall the following well-known formula
for the dierential of the energy funtional Eω0 dened by formula 1.3:
(2.5) (dEω0)u = ω
n
u/n!
The following generalization from [9℄ of the previous formula to the fun-
tional Eω0 ◦Pω0, where Pω0 is the non-linear projetion 1.8, will be ruial
for the proof of Theorem 1:
Theorem 10. The funtional Eω0 ◦ Pω0 is Gâteaux dierentiable on
C0(X). Its dierential at the point u is represented by the measure
ωnPω0u/n!, i.e. given u, v ∈ C
0(X) the funtion Eω0Pω0(u + tv) is dif-
ferentiable on Rt and
(2.6) dEω0Pω0(u+ tv)/dtt=0 =
∫
X
vωnPω0u/n!
As for the seond derivatives of Eω0 we have the following Proposition
whih is well-known (at least in the smooth ase):
Proposition 11. The following properties of Eω0 hold:
• The funtional Eω0 on Hω0∩C
0(X) is onave wrt the ane stru-
ture on C0(X).
• Let ut be a C
0
- geodesi in Hω0 onneting u0 and u1. Then the
funtional t 7→ Eω0(ut) is ane and ontinuous on [0, 1].
Proof. (A proof also appears in [10℄). Reall the following well-known
formula (see for example [9℄):
(2.7) dtd
c
tEω0(ut) = t∗(dd
cU + π∗ω0)
n+1/(n + 1)!,
where t∗ denotes the natural push-forward map fromM to Ct. In partiu-
lar, setting ut = u0+ tu gives for real t d
2Eω0(ut)/d
2t = −
∫
X
|∂u|2 ωn0 ≤ 0
(ompare formula 3.25) whih proves the rst point of the proposition
when u is smooth. To handle the general ase one takes uj inHω0 onverg-
ing uniformly to u and uses that, aording to Bedford-Taylor's lassial
results, Eω0 is ontinuous under uniform limits in Hω0 ∩ C
0(X) (see also
[9℄). This shows that Eω0(ut) is the limit of onave funtions and hene
onave. To prove the last point take a sequene U j onverging uniformly
to U on M and suh that ddcU j + π∗ω0 > 0 (ompare the disussion be-
low Theorem 9). By Bedford-Taylor (ddcU j + π∗ω0)
n+1
tends weakly to
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(ddcU j + π∗ω0)
n+1
in the interiour of M. Hene, formula 2.7 shows that
the seond real derivatives of Ej(t) := E(u
j
t) tend weakly to zero in the
sense of distributions for t ∈]0, 1[. But sine the sequene Ej(t) of smooth
onvex funtions tends to E(t) it follows that E(t) is ane on ]0, 1[ and
hene by ontinuity on all of [0, 1]. To be more preise: sine U is ontin-
uous on the ompat set M the family ut tends to u0 and u1 uniformly
when t→ 0 and t→ 1, respetively. Finally, sine E is ontinuous under
uniform limits in Hω0 ∩C
0(X) this proves that E is ontinuous up to the
boundary on [0, 1]. 
Before turning to the proof of Theorem 1, we reall the following basi
oyle property of the funtional Fω0 := Eω0 −Lω0 :
(2.8) Fωu2 (u1) + Fωu3 (u2) = Fωu3 (u1),
whih is a diret onsequenes of the orresponding oyle properties of
Eω0 and Lω0. These latter properties in turn are immediately obtained by
integrating the orresponding dierentials along line segments (ompare
[51℄).
Remark 12. The funtional Eω0 may be expressed in terms of a generalized
Dirihlet type energy Jω0 :
−Eω0(u) = Jω0(u)−
1
V
∫
uω0,
where Jω0 is Aubin's energy funtional
(2.9) Jω0(u) :=
1
V
n−1∑
i=1
i+ 1
n+ 1
∫
du ∧ duc ∧ (ω0)
i ∧ (ωu)
n−1−i
(ompare [51℄ p. 58). Note that if n = 1 then Jω0 is non-negative for
any u, while the natural ondition to obtain non-negativity when n > 1
is that ωu ≥ 0. On the other hand as shown in [39℄ (lemma 2.1), there
are examples of general smooth u with Jω0 < 0 for any manifold X
of dimension n > 1. As a diret onsequene it was shown in [39℄, in
the ase L = −KX , that any suh funtion u violates the inequality in
Theorem 1. A similar argument applies to a homogeneous line bundle L
as in Corollary 2. Indeed, without aeting the value of Jω0(u) we may
assume that
∫
X
uωn0 = 0 so that −Eω0(u) = Jω0(u) < 0. Now, using the
notation of setion 4 below,
−Lω0(u) = logEN (e
−(u(x1)+...+u(xn)) ≥ −EN (u(x1) + ... + u(xn)),
using Jensen's inequality in the last step. Moreover, by formula 6.4
EN (u(x1) + ... + u(xn)) =
∫
X
uβu). Sine βu = ω
n
0 /V in the homogenous
ase (ompare the proof of Corollary 2), this means that −Lω0(u) ≥ 0.
Hene, u violates the inequality referred to above.
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3. Proofs of the main results
3.1. Proof of Theorem 1. By the oyle property of Fω0 (see [10, 9℄;
it is shown by integrating the dierential of Fω0 along line segments)
we may without loss of generality assume that u = 0 is ritial. Take
a ontinuous element u1 in Hω0 and the orresponding C
0−geodesi ut
onneting u0 = 0 and u1. Sine ut is a ontinuous path, ombining
Theorem 9 and Proposition 11 gives that Fω0(t) := Fω0(ut) is a ontinous
onave funtion on [0, 1]. Hene, the inequality in Theorem 1 will follow
one we have shown that
(3.1)
d
dt t=0+
F(ut) ≤ 0.
Of ourse, if ut were known to be a smooth path then this would be an
immediate onsequene of the assumption that u0 is ritial ombined
with the hain rule (whih would even yield equality above). To prove
3.1 rst observe that by the onavity in Prop 11
(Eω0(ut)− Eω0(u0))/t ≤
1
t
∫
X
(ut − u0)(ωu0)
n/n!
Hene, the monotone onvergene theorem applied to the sequene (ut−
u0)/t whih dereases to the right derivative v0 of ut at t = 0 (using that
ut is onvex in t) gives
(3.2)
d
dt t=0+
Eω0(ut) ≤
∫
X
v0(ωu0)
n/n!
Hene,
d
dt t=0+
F(ut) ≤
∫
X
((ωu0)
n/n!− βuu)v0 = 0,
where we have also used the dominated onvergene theorem to dieren-
tiate Lω0(ut) (ompare [10, 9℄). This nishes the proof of 3.1and hene
the rst statement in the theorem follows.
Uniqueness: Assume now that u1 is a smooth maximizer of Fω0 on
Hω0 i.e. that Fω0(u1) = Fω0(u0) by the previous step. Sine Fω0(t) :=
Fω0(ut) is ontinuous and onave it follows that ut maximizes Fω0 on
Hω0 ∩ CC
1,1(X) for all t. Next, we will show that ut satises the Euler-
Lagrange equation 1.6 for any xed t (see [10℄ for similar arguments). To
this end x t = t0 and set ut0 := u. Given a smooth funtion v on X
onsider the funtion f(t) := Eω0(Pω0(u+ tv))−Lω0(u+ tv) on Rt. Sine,
the funtionalLω0 is inreasing on C
0(X) we have f(t) ≤ Fω0(Pω0(u+tv)).
By assumption this means that the maximal value of the funtion f(t)
is attained for t = 0 (also using that Pω0u = u). In partiular, sine by
Theorem 10 f(t) is dierentiable df/dt = 0 at t = 0 and Theorem 10
and formula 2.3 hene show that the Euler-Lagrange equation 1.6 holds
(sine it holds when tested on any smooth funtion v).
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Next, we will prove that U ∈ C∞(M˙), where M˙ denotes the interiour of
M. By Theorem 7 U is in C1,1C (M). Moreover, by the homogenous Monge-
Ampère equation 2.1 and the Euler-Lagrange equation 1.6 we have
(ddc(U + |w|2) + π∗Xω0)
n+1 = iβu ∧ dw ∧ dw¯
Hene, the following equation holds loally on Cn+1 (where we for simpli-
ity have kept the notation U for the funtion obtained after subtrating
a smooth and hene harmless funtion from U) :
(3.3) det(∂ζi∂ζ¯jU) = e
−Uρ,
where ρ is a positive smooth funtion, depending on U (ompare the
disussion below formula 2.4). In partiular, det(∂ζi∂ζ¯jU) is loally in
C1,1C . But then Theorem 2.5 in [15℄, whih is a omplex analog of a result
of Trudinger for fully non-linear ellipti operators (ompare Evans-Krylov
theory), gives that U is loally in the Hölder spae C2,α for some α > 0.
Now the equation 3.3 shows that det(∂ζi∂ζ¯jU) is also in C
2,α. Finally,
sine we have hene shown that U ∈ C2, standard theory of uniformly
ellipti operators then allows us to boot strap using 3.3 and dedue that
U ∈ C∞ loally (see Theorem 2.2 in [16℄). Note also that by the Euler-
Lagrange equation 1.6 we have a uniform lower bound ωnut > δω
n
0 (also
using the lower bound in formula 6.5 in the appendix). Combining the
previous lower bound with the upper bound ωut ≤ Cω0 from Theorem
7 then shows that there is a positive onstant C ′,independent of t, suh
that
(3.4) 1/C ′ω0 ≤ ωut ≤ C
′ω0
Sine, by the above arguments Fω0(ut) and Eω0(ut) are both ane (and
even onstant) it follows that Lω0(ut) is ane. In ase U were smooth up
to the boundary ofM applying Theorem 9 would hene prove the unique-
ness statement in Theorem 1. To prove the general ase we may without
loss of generality assume that ut(x) is smooth on [0, 1[×X (otherwise we
just apply the same argument on [1/2, 1[ and ]0, 1/2]). For any ǫ > 0
Theorem 9 (see Theorem 2.6 in [13℄) furnishes a 1-parameter holomor-
phi family St in Aut0(X,L) with t ∈ [0, 1 − ǫ] dened by the ordinary
dierential equation
(3.5)
dSt(x(t))
dt
= dX(S(x(t))[Vt]x(t)
with the iniatial data S0 = I (the identity), where Vt is the vetor eld
on X of type (1, 0) dened by the equation
(3.6) ωut(Vt, ·) = ∂¯X(∂tu),
where ∂¯X is the ∂¯−operator on X and ∂t is the partial holomorphi
derivative wrt t for z xed in X. As shown in [13℄ the fat that L(ut) is
ane wrt t fores the vetor eld Vt to be holomorphi on X for eah t
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and it then follows that Vt is holomorphi wrt t as well (a slight variant
of this argument is realled in setion 3.6). Furthermore, as shown in [13℄
(3.7) ψt − S
∗
t ψ0 = Ct
where ψt = ψ0 + ut and Ct is a onstant for eah t, i.e.
(3.8) ωut = S
∗
t ω0.
Now, by the bound 3.4 on ωut the point-wise norm of the vetor eld
Vt wrt the metri ω0 is uniformly bounded in t on all of X. Hene, the
equation 3.5 and a basi normal families argument applied to the family
St yields a subsequene Stj and a holomorphi map S1 on X suh that
Stj (x) → S1(x) uniformly on X (wrt the distane dened by the metri
ω0) where S1 is a biholomorphism aording to the relation 3.8. Finally,
letting tj → 1 in the relation 3.7 and using that ut is ontinuous on
[0, 1]×X nishes the proof of the uniqueness statement in the theorem.
Remark 13. It was not explietly pointed out in [13℄ that St lifts to L,
but this fat follows from lemma 12 in [27℄.
3.2. Proof of Corollary 2. First observe that we may assume that
H0(X,L+KX) has a non-zero element (otherwise the orrollary is trivally
true). But sine (X,L) is homogenuous it then follows immediately that
L + KX is globally generated. Hene, the onditions in Theorem 1 are
satised.
Assume now that ω0 is invariant under the holomorphi and transitive
ation of K on X. Then it follows that 0 is a ritial point. Indeed, the
volume form ωn0 /n! is invariant under the ation of K on X and so is the
Bergman measure β(0) (sine it is dened in terms of the K−invariant
weight ψ0). Sine the ation of K is transitive and both measures are
normalized it follows that the funtion (ωn0 /n!)/β(0) on X is onstant
and hene equal to one. In other words, 0 is a ritial point and by
Theorem 1 the inequality in the statement of Corollary 2 then holds.
Finally, the last statement of the orollary is a diret onsequene of the
uniqueness part of Theorem 1.
3.3. Proof of Corollary 3. Let us rst prove the rst statement of the
orollary. Sine C∞(X) is dense in W 1,2(X) we may assume that u is
smooth. First observe that
(3.9) Fω0(u) ≤ Fω0(Pω0u).
To see this note that, sine, by denition, Pω0u ≤ u the fat that Lω0 is
inreasing immediately implies Lω0(u) ≥ Lω0(Pω0u). Next, observe that
by the oyle property of Fω0(u)
Eω0(u) = Eω0(Pω0u) +
∫
X
(u− Pω0u)(ωu + ωPω0u)/2
But, sine, as is well-known the measure ωPω0u is supported on the open
set {u > Pω0u} (f. Prop. 1.10 in [9℄ for a generalization) we have that
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the last term above is equal to∫
X
(u− Pω0u)(ωu − ωPω0u)/2 =
∫
X
(u− Pω0u)(dd
c(u− Pω0u) =
= −
∫
X
d(u− Pω0u) ∧ d
c(u− Pω0u) ≤ 0,
where we have integrated by parts in the last equality, whih is justied
sine, for example, by Theorem [6℄ Pω0u is in C
1,1(X) (but using that Pω0u
is in C0(X) is ertainly enough by lassial potential theory). Hene,
Eω0(u) ≤ Eω0(Pω0u) whih nishes the proof of 3.9. Sine, ωPω0u ≥ 0
uniform approximation let's us apply Corollary 2 to dedue
Fω0(u) ≤ Fω0(Pω0u) ≤ 0
whih proves the rst statement of the orollary.
Finally, the uniqueness will follow from Corollary 2 one we know that
a maximizer u of Fω0 onW
1,2(S2) is smooth with ωu > 0. By the previous
step we may assume that ωu ≥ 0. But sine W 1,2(S2) is a linear spae
ontaining C∞(X) the Euler-Lagrange equations ωu0 + dd
cu = β(u) hold
for the maximizer u. Sine β(u) = e−uρ > 0 with ρ smooth, loal ellipti
estimates for the Laplaian then show that u is in fat smoth with ωt > 0.
All in all we have proved that
(3.10) −Lkω0(u) ≤ −Ekω0(u)
for L = kO(1) with onditions for equality.
3.3.1. Expliit expression. To make the previous inequality more expliit
note that, by denition,
Ekω0(u) :=
1
2
∫
kω0
∫
(uddcu+ u2kω0) =
1
2k
∫
uddcu+
∫
uω0)
Moreover, sine for X = P1 we have KX = −O(2) it follows that L +
KX = O(k−2) =: O(m). Under this identiation the salar produt on
H0(X,L+KX) may be written as
〈s, t〉kψ0+u = c
∫
st¯e−(u+mψ0)ω0
using that ω0 is a Kähler-Einstein metri, i.e. ω0(z) := dd
cψ0 = ce
−2ψ0idz∧
dz¯ for some numerial onstant c. Sine the funtional L is invariant under
on overall saling in denition of the salar produt 〈·, ·〉ψ we may as well
assume that c = 1. Hene, sine Nm = m+ 1, we have
(3.11) Lm(u) := (m+ 1)Lω0,k(u) = − log det(cicj
∫
C
ziz¯j
(1 + zz¯)m
e−uω0),
where ci = (
∫ |zi|2
(1+zz¯)m
ω0)
−1/2. Hene, the inequality 3.10 may be expressed
as
(3.12)
log det(cicj
∫
C
ziz¯j
(1 + zz¯)m
e−uω0) ≤ −
m+ 1
(m+ 2)
1
2
∫
(uddcu)− (m+ 1)uω0.
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In partiular, when m = 0 the inequality above reads
log(
∫
S2
e−uω0) ≤
1
4
∫
(uddcu) +
∫
uω0).
Finally, to ompare with the notation of Onofri [41℄, note that, by de-
nition, ddcu = i
2π
∂∂¯u and hene, integration by parts gives,
−
∫
uddcu =
1
π
i
2
∫
∂u ∧ ∂¯u.
Moreover, in terms of a given loal holomorphi oordinate z = x + iy,
we have
i
2
∂u ∧ ∂¯u = 1
4
|∇u|2 dx ∧ dy, where ∇ = (∂x, ∂y) is the gradient
wrt the loal Eulidian metri. By onformal invariane we hene ob-
tain −
∫
uddcu = 1
4π
∫
|∇u|2 dVolg for any Riemannian metri g on S2
onformally equivalent to g0. In partiular, taking g as the usual round
metri on S2 indued by its embedding as the unit-sphere in Euledian
R3 nally gives
log(
∫
S2
e−udVolg/4π) ≤
1
4
∫
|∇u|2 − u)dVolg/4π),
using that ω0 = dVolg/4π. This is preisely the inequality proved by
Onofri [41℄.
Remark 14. The inequality in Corollary 3 is not only sharp in the sense
that it is saturated for some funtion (for example u = 0), but also in
the sense that if there exist onstants A,B with B ≥ 0 suh that
(3.13) −Lm(u) ≤ −A
∫
S2
uω0 +B
∫
du ∧ dcu,
for all smooth u, then A = m + 1 and B ≥ m+1
(m+2)
1
2
. Indeed, by the
onditions for equality in Corollary 3 we may nd a funtion u, whih is
not identially onstant, saturating the inequality in Corollary 3. After
adding a suitable onstant to u we may assume that
∫
S2
uω0 = 0 and
hene that
−Lm(u) =
m+ 1
(m+ 2)
1
2
∫
S2
du ∧ dcu.
Now using 3.13 it follows that
m+ 1
(m+ 2)
1
2
∫
S2
du ∧ dcu ≤ B
∫
S2
du ∧ dcu,
i.e. that B ≥ m+1
(m+2)
1
2
. Next, taking u as a onstant c in 3.13 gives
−c(m+ 1) ≤ −cA
But sine c was arbitrary it follows that A = m+ 1. In fat, a variant of
the previous argument shows that Corollary 2 is sharp in a similar sense
(by replaing
∫
du ∧ dcu/2 with Aubin's J−funtional 2.9). The details
are omitted.
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3.4. Proof of Corollary 4. We keep the notation from the previous se-
tion. For simpliity we will write ∆u := ∆
(m)
∂¯u
. Following [32℄ we will rst
express det∆u in terms of −Lm(u). Sine the dimension h1(O(m)) of the
rst Dolbeault ohomology group H1( P,O(m)) vanishes, the anomaly
formula of Bismut-Gillet-Soulé [14℄ for the Quillen metri on the deter-
minant line
∧Nm H0( P,O(m)) reads as follows in our notation:
log(
det∆u
det∆0
) =
∫
Td(X,ω0) ∧ c˜h(e
−uh⊗m0 , h
⊗m
0 )−Lm(u),
where Td(X,ω0) = (1 + Aω0) is the Todd lass of TX represented by
the onstant urvature metri ω0 expressed in terms of ertain numerial
onstant A, and c˜h(e−uh⊗m0 , h
⊗m
0 ) = u+ (uωu + ω0)/2 is the Bott-Chern
lass of the two metris e−uh⊗m0 and h
⊗m
0 on O(m) assoiated to the
Chern harater of O(m). In fat, A = 1, but the atual value will turn
out to be immaterial. Expanding gives
log(
det∆u
det∆0
) =
∫
uddcu/2 +B
∫
uω0 − Lm(u)
for some onstant B. Sine the left hand side is invariant under trans-
lations of u by onstants it follows that B = N. The previous formula
is preisely the one appearing in Prop 1 in [32℄), sine h1(O(m)) = 0).
Applying the inequality 3.12 hene gives
log(
det∆u
det∆0
) ≤ −
1
2
(1−
m+ 1
(m+ 2)
)
∫
du∧dcu = −
1
2
(
1
(m+ 2)
)
∫
du∧dcu ≤ 0
In partiular, the lhs vanishes preisely when the gradient of u does, i.e.
when u is a onstant. This hene nishes the proof of Corollary 4.
Remark 15. In the general anomaly formula in [14℄ the metri ω0 is
allowed to vary as well. In partiular, when L = O(0) is the trivial
holomorphi line bundle over S2, the metri h = 1 is kept onstant, but
the onformal metri gu = e
−ug0 on TS
2
varies with u, the anomaly
formula in [14℄ is equivalent to Polyakov's formula and then log(det∆gu
det∆g0
)
oinides with the funtional F0 (up to a a multipliative onstant) [19℄.
3.5. Arithmeti appliations. In this setion we will briey onsider
possible appliations of Theorem 1 to Arithmeti (Arakelov) geometry
in the form of eetive Riemann-Roh type inequalities. In the general
setting X will be the omplex points of an arithmeti variety XZ i.e. of
a regular sheme, projetive and at over Z [48℄.
Consider for simpliity the ase when X = P1 and denote as before by
z the holomorphi variable in an ane piee of P1. Let h0L2(O(m), u)Z
denote the logarithm of the number of all polynomials pm in z of de-
gree at most m suh that pm has oeients in Z + iZ and suh that
‖pm‖
2
u+mψ0
:=
∫
C
|pm(z)| e−(u+mψ0)ω0 ≤ 1. The invariant h0L2(O(m), u) is
a non-standard variant of basi invariants studied in Arakelov geometry,
where one usually only onsiders setions dened over Z (i.e. dened by
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ounting those polynomials pm as above whih are invariant under om-
plex onjugation) and sup-norms instead of L2−norms (see se. VIII, 2 in
[48℄). The arguments below an be adapted to suh invariants, but there
will be an extra non-expliit term oming from the distortion between
the sup-norms and the L2−norms determined by u.
Fixing the base of monomials (zj) in H0(P1,O(m)) we may identify
H0(P1,O(m)) with CNm = R2Nm , where Nm = m+1. Then h0L2(O(m), u)
is simply the logarithm of the number of points in the standard lattie
in R2Nm ontained in a onvex body determined by u. Given Corollary
3, Minkowski's lassial theorem is used to give an eetive lower bound
on h0L2(O(m), u) :
h0L2(O(m), u) ≥ (m+ 1)E(m+2)ω0(u) + Cm,
where Cm is a ertain expliit onstant only depending on m (see below).
Sine the argument is standard in Arakelov geometry (ompare p.164
in [48℄) we will only briey indiate it. First, by basi linear algebra,
we have that Lm(u) = log(VolB(u +mψ0)/VolB(mψ0)), in terms of the
volume of the unit-balls of the L2−norms indued by the weights u+mψ0
and mψ0, respetevely, wrt Lesbegue measure in R
2Nm . Denote by Vm the
volume of the unit-ball in R2Nm . Then, using simple oyle properties
of Lm(u) (dened in formula 3.11) we get
Lm(u) = log(VolB(u+mψ0)− log Vm + Zm,
where Zm = log det0≤i,j≤m(
∫
C
ziz¯j
(1+zz¯)m
ω0). Moreover, by Minkowski's the-
orem (see [48℄)
h0L2(O(m), u) ≥ log(VolB(u+mψ0)− (log 2)(2Nm).
All in all this means, using Corollary 3, that
h0L2(O(m), u) ≥ (m+ 1)E(m+2)ω0(u) + log Vm − Zm − (log 2)(2Nm).
It an be heked that, when u+mψ0 = mψ, where dd
cψ(z) ≥ 0 the in-
equality above is an asymptoti equality (this is a speial ase of formula
5.5). Moreover, the rhs above is equal to m2Eω+(ψ − log
+ |z|2) + o(m2),
where ω+(z) = dd
c log+ |z|2 . This means that the lower bound above
is onsistent as it must with the asymptoti arithmeti Riemann-Roh
formula in [31℄ (see also Theorem 2' on p. 163 in [48℄). In fat, the lead-
ing oeent an be shown to oinide in this ase with a (normalized)
arithmeti top-intersetion number, sine Eω+(ψ − log
+ |z|2) is preisely
the lassial weighted logarithmi density of (C, ψ) (see [9℄ and referenes
therein). The details are omitted.
3.6. Alternative proof of uniqueness. In this setion we will show
how to prove the uniqueness in Theorem 1 only using the regularity of
the geodesis furnished by Theorem 8 and the theory of fully non-linear
ellipti operators in n omplex dimensions (applied to the Monge-Ampère
operator on X as in [15℄). In partiular, this latter theory amounts to
the basi linear ellipti estimates for the Laplaian when n = 1.
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Reall thatW r,p(X) denotes the Sobolev spae of all distributions f on
X suh that f and the loal derivatives of total order r are inW 0,p(X) :=
Lp(X) (equvalently, all loal derivatives of total order ≤ r are in Lp(X)).
If f is funtion on M = [0, 1]×X we will write ft ∈ W r,p(X) uniformly
wrt t if the orresponding Sobolev norms on (X,ω0) of ft are uniformly
bounded in t. We will also use the following basi fats repeatedly:
• If f is a funtion on M suh that ft ∈ W r,p(X) uniformly wrt
t, then the distribution f is in W r,p(M˙) and the orresponding
Sobolev norms on M˙ are bounded.
• Partial derivatives of distributions ommute
• If f, g ∈ W 1,p(X) for any p > 1. Then fg ∈ W 1,p(X) for any p > 1
and Leibniz produt rule holds for the distributional derivatives.
Note that as in setion 3.1 it will be enough to prove that the geodesi
ut is smooth wrt (t, x) in the interiour of M. However, the arguments
below will even give uniform estimates on the loal Sobolev norms up to
the boundary of M.
Assume now that the boundy data u0 and u1, dening the geodesi
ut are in C1,1(X). Sine ut is onvex in t the right derivative (or tangent
vetor) vt(x) :=
d
dt+
ut exists for all (t, x).
Lemma 16. The right tangent vetor vt of ut at t is uniformly bounded
on M.
Proof. First observe that by the onvexity in t
ut − u0 ≤ t(u1 − u0) ≤ C1t,
using that u0 and u1 are ontinuos and hene uniformly bouned on X
in the last step. Hene, vt ≤ C. To get a lower bound rst observe that
there is a psh extension u˜t whih is uniformly Lipshitz. Indeed, just take
u˜t := (1−t)u0+tu1+Ae
t
for A >> 1. Using that 0 ≤ ddcu0, dd
cu1 ≤ Cω0
it is straight-forward to hek that ddcU˜+π∗ω0 ≥ 0 onM for A suently
large. Sine U is dened by the upper envelope 2.2 it follows that u˜t ≤ ut
and hene
ut − u0 ≥ u˜t − u˜0 ≥ C2t.
giving v0 ≥ C2. Finally, by onvexity we get C2 ≤ v0 ≤ vt ≤ C1 whih
proves the lemma. 
Proposition 17. Let u0 be a ritial point of Fω0 on Hω0 ∩ C
1,1(X), u1
an arbitrary element in Hω0 ∩ C
1,1(X) and ut the geodesi onneting u0
and u1. If Lω0(ut) is ane, then there is an automorphism S1 of (X,L),
homotopi to the identity, suh that u1 − u0 = S
∗
1ψ0 − ψ0.
Proof. Step 1: ut ∈ C∞(X). First note that by Theorem 8 ut ∈ C
1,1
C (X).
Moreover, as shown in the beginning of setion 3.1 it follows under the
assumptions above that, for any t, the funtion ut satises the Euler-
Lagrange equations 1.6 on X. Hene, just as in setion 3.1 Bloki's om-
plex version of the regularity result of Trudinger, now applied to loal
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pathes of {t}×X immediately gives that ut ∈ C∞(X) (when n = 1 this
follows from basi linear ellipti theory).
Step 2: ∆Xvt ∈ L∞(X) uniformly wrt t. Dierentiating the Euler-
Lagrange equation wrt t from the right gives
(3.14) nddcvt ∧ (ωt)
n−1 =
dβut(x)
dt +
=: R[vt],
in the sense of urrents. Of ourse, this would follow immediately from
the hain rule if ut were smooth in (t, x). In the present ase it is proved
in lemma 18 below. Moreover, lemma 24 in the appendix implies the
bound
(3.15) ‖R[vt]/(ω0)
n‖L∞(X) ≤ C ‖vt‖L∞(X)
To see this, just note that
R[v] ≤ 2 ‖v‖L∞(X)
∫
X
|K(x, y)|2 e−(ψ(x)+ψ(y)) = 2 ‖v‖L∞(X) βu,
using the well-known reproduing property of the Bergman kernel (for-
mula 6.3 in the appendix). By formula 6.5 in the appendix this proves
the inequality 3.15.
Now, sine ωt > δω0, formula 3.14 gives that the distribution ∆ωtvt,
where ∆ωt is the Laplaian on X wrt the metri ωt := ωut , is in L
∞(X)
uniformly wrt t and
‖∆ωtvt‖L∞(X) ≤ C ‖vt‖L∞(X) ≤ C
′,
by lemma 16.
Step 3: ∆Mu ∈ W 1,p(M) for any p ≥ 1. First observe that by step 1
(3.16) ∂z(∂zi∂z¯ju) ∈ L
∞(X),
uniformly wrt t. Also note that
(3.17) ∂t(∂zi∂z¯ju) ∈ L
∞(X),
uniformly wrt t. Indeed, ∂t(∂zi∂z¯ju) = ∂zi(∂z¯j∂tu) = (∂zi∂z¯j )vt ∈ L
p(X),
uniformly wrt t, for any p > 1, by step 2 and loal ellipti estimates for
∆X . Next, we will use that the following identity proved in lemma 19
below:
(3.18) ∂t∂t¯u = |Vt|
2
ωt
= |∂z¯vt|
2
ωt
,
where |Vt|
2
ωt
denotes the point-wise norm of Vt wrt the metri ωt (where
we have used that ωt > 0). First we have
(3.19) ∂z(∂t∂t¯u) = ∂z |∂z¯vt|
2
ωt
∈ Lp(X),
uniformly wrt t, for any p > 1 using Step 1 and Step 2 ombined with
loal ellipti estimates on X for ∆X . Next,
(3.20) ∂t(∂t∂t¯u) ∈ L
p(X),
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uniformly wrt t. Indeed, ∂t(∂t∂t¯u) = ∂t |∂z¯∂tu|
2
ωt
and sine loally ∂tωt =
∂t(∂z∂z¯u) 3.20 follows from 3.17 and 3.19 ombined with Leibniz produt
rule. All in all this proves Step 3.
Now by Step 3 and ellipti estimates for the Laplaian we have u ∈
W 3,p(M). In partiular, u is loally in C2(M). As a onsequene the
proof of Theorem 2.6 in [13℄ immediately gives that Vt is a holomorphi
vetor eld on X for any t. Finally, we will reall a slight variant of the
argument in [13℄ whih shows that ∂t¯Vt = 0 for Vt seen as a distribution
on the interiour of M. To simplify the notation we assume that n = 1,
but modulo the hange to matrix notation the ase n > 1 is the same.
First we write 3.6 in the form
(3.21) ωV = ∂z¯∂tu,
where we have identied V and ω with elements in Lp(M) for p >> 1.
By Leibniz rule
∂t¯(V ω) = (∂t¯V )ω + V (∂t¯ω)
Next, observe that
∂t¯ω = ∂t¯(∂z∂z¯u) = ∂z¯(∂t¯∂zu) = ∂z¯(ωV¯ ),
using 3.21 in the last step. Hene, sine, as shown above, ∂z¯V = 0, the
two previous equations together give
∂t¯(V ω) = (∂t¯V )ω + ∂z¯(V ωV¯ ) = ∂z¯(∂t¯∂tu),
also using 3.21 in the last step and ommuting ∂z¯ and ∂t¯. Sine, V ωV¯ =
|V |2ω it follows by 3.18 that (∂t¯V )ω = 0. But sine, ω > 0 and (∂t¯V ) is
in Lp(M) for all p > 1 this fores (∂t¯V ) = 0 a.e. on M. In partiular,
(∂t¯V ) = 0 as a distribution on M. Hene, it follows that the distribution
Vt is in the null-spae of the ∂¯−operator on M. By loal ellipti theory
it follows that Vt is smooth and hene holomorphi in the interiour of
M. Finally, the automorphism S1 is obtained preisely as in the end of
setion 3.1. 
Lemma 18. Under the assumptions in the previous proposition the fol-
lowing holds:
d
dt+
∫
X
(ωt)
nf =
∫
X
nvt ∧ (ωt)
n−1 ∧ ddcf,
where f is a given smooth funtion on X.
Proof. To simplify the notation we assume that n = 2 and t = 0, but the
general argument is ompletely similar (ompare [10℄). Expanding and
using that (by onvexity) (ut − u0)/t dereases point-wise to u0, shows
that it is equivalent to prove∫
(ut − u0)(dd
c(ut − φ0)) ∧ dd
cf = o(t).
By partial integration the l.h.s is equal to
−
∫
d(ut − u0) ∧ d
c(ut − u0) ∧ dd
cf
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Taking absolute values and using that d(ut−u0)∧ dc(ut−u0) ≥ 0 point-
wise shows in turn that it is enough to prove the following
(3.22) Claim:
∫
d(ut − u0) ∧ d
c(ut − u0) ∧ ω0 = o(t)
To this end rst observe that
(3.23)
d
dt t=0+
E(ut) =
∫
X
v0(ω0)
n/(n!V )
To see this, note that sine we have already shown that E(ut), F(ut)(=
E(ut)−L(ut)) and L(ut) are all ane (and even onstant)
(3.24) 0 =
d
dt t=0+
E(ut) =
d
dt t=0+
L(ut) =
∫
X
v0βut ,
using formula 2.3 in the last step (and dominated onvergene for the se-
quene (ut−u0)/t onverging to v0). Sine, ut satises the Euler-Lagrange
equations 1.6 this proves formula 3.23. 
Next, we will use the following well-known general identity (see [10℄ or
page 58-59 in [51℄):
E(ut)− E(u0)−
∫
(ut − u0)(ω0)
n/n! = −Jω0(φt),
in terms of the non-negative funtional
Jω0(ut) = c1
∫
d(ut−u0)∧d
c(ut−u0)∧ω0+c2
∫
d(ut−u0)∧d
c(ut−u0)∧ωt
where ci > 0 (ompare formula 2.9). But by 3.24 and the identity above
d
dt t=0+
Jω0(φt) = 0,
whih by positivity implies the laim in formula 3.22 and hene nishes
the proof of the lemma.
In the previous proof we also used the following
Lemma 19. Under the assumptions in the previous proposition the fol-
lowing holds: ∂t∂t¯u ∈ L
∞(X) uniformly in t and
∂t∂t¯u =
∣∣∂¯X∂tu∣∣2ωut .
Proof. By assumption the Monge-Ampère measure (ddcU + π∗Xω0)
n+1
vanishes on M. Moreover, by Step 1 in the proposition above ∆Xut ∈
C∞(X) for any t with bounds on the Sobolev norms whih are uniform
wrt t. Combining this latter fat with lemma 16 gives that U is Lips-
hitz on M. Finally, as shown in Step 2 in the proof of proposition above
∆X∂tut ∈ L∞(X) uniformly wrt t. We will next show that these proper-
ties are enough to prove the lemma. As the statement is loal we may
as well onsider the restrition of u := U to an open set biholomorphi
to a domain in Cn+1 = Ct ×Cnz . Denote by u
ǫ
the loal smooth funtion
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obtain as the onvolution of u with a xed loal ompatly supported
smooth family of approximations of the identity. Expanding gives
(3.25) (ddcU + π∗Xω0)
n+1 = (∂t∂t¯u
ǫ − |∂z¯∂tu
ǫ|2ωuǫ )(ωuǫ)
n ∧ dt ∧ dt¯.
Now sine, by assumption, |∂z¯∂tuǫ|
2
ωuǫ
≤ C the seond term tends to
|∂z¯∂tu|
2
ωu
)(ωu)
n ∧ dt ∧ dt¯ weakly when ǫ → 0. Moreover, by assumption
uǫ → u uniformly loally and sine the Monge-Ampère operator is onti-
nous, as a measure, under uniform limits of psh funtions [23℄ it will now
be enough to prove that
(3.26) (∂t∂t¯u
ǫ)(ωuǫ)
n ∧ dt ∧ dt¯→ (∂t∂t¯u)(ωu)
n ∧ dt ∧ dt¯
weakly, where the right hand sie is well-dened sine ∂t∂t¯ut denes a
positive measure on Cn+1 and (ωut)
n/ωn0 is ontinous on C
n+1. To this
end x a test funtion f i.e. a smooth and ompatly supported funtion
on Cn+1. Then, with
∫
denoting the integral over Cn+1,∫
f(ωuǫ)
n(∂t∂t¯u
ǫ) ∧ dt ∧ dt¯ =:
∫
gǫ(∂t∂t¯u
ǫ) = −
∫
(∂tgǫ)(∂t¯u
ǫ)
By assumption (∂tgǫ) and (∂t¯u
ǫ) tend to (∂t¯u) and (∂t¯u), respetively in
Lp(X) for any p > 1, uniformly wrt t (more preisily by the assumption
on ∆Xut and the fat that u is Lipshitz). Hene, by Hölders's inequality∫
gǫ(∂t∂t¯u
ǫ)→ −
∫
(∂tg)(∂t¯u).
Finally, sine (∂tg) ∈ L∞(X) uniformly wrt t (by the assumption on
∆Xut) and sine ∂t∂t¯u denes a positive measure, Leibniz rule ombined
with the dominated onvergene theorem gives (by a simple argument
using a regularization of g)
−
∫
(∂tg)(∂t¯u) =
∫
g(∂t∂t¯u)
This proves 3.26 and hene nishes the proof of the lemma. 
4. Appliation to SU(2)−invariant determinantal point
proesses
A random point proess with N partiles on a spae X wrt to a bak-
ground measure µ on X, may be denied as an ensemble of the form
(XN , γN), where
γN = ρN (x1, ..., xN)dµ
⊗N
and where the density ρN(x1, ..., xN) of the probability measure γN is
assumed invariant under the ation of the symmetri group SN , i.e. un-
der permutations of the xi :s. The N-fold produt X
N
is alled the
N−partile onguration spae. The random point proess (XN , γN) de-
termines the random measure
(4.1) (x1, ..., xN) 7→
N∑
i=1
δxi,
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(i.e. a measure valued random variable) often alled the empirial mea-
sure. Given a, say ontinuous, funtion u on X one denes the orre-
sponding linear statisti as the random variable obtained by ontration
with the empirial measure:
(4.2) (x1, ..., xN) 7→
N∑
i=1
u(xi)
Using standard probability notation we will write EN (Y ) :=
∫
Y dγN
for the expetation of a random variable Y on XN and its utua-
tion Y˜ is then the entered random variable Y˜ − EN(Y ). We also write
ProbN(A) :=
∫
A
γN .
A speial lass of random point proesses are given by the determi-
nantal ones [35℄, whih exhibit repulsion. . These have been mainly
studied when the bakground measure µ supported on C; notably in the
ontext of random matrix theory (f. [24℄). A general omplex geometri
framework for determinatal random point proesses was introdued in [7℄.
Given a line bundle L→ X over a ompat omplex manifold X, a bak-
ground measure µ and a weight ψ0 of a metri on L, the orresponding
point proess is obtained by setting
ρN (x1, ..., xN) :=
∣∣∣∣ det1≤i,j≤N(si(xi))i,j
∣∣∣∣
2
e−ψ0(x1)...e−ψ0(xN )/Z
in terms of any base S = (si) for the Hilbert spae H
0(X,L) equipped
with the salar produt indued by (ψ0, µ). The number Z (alled the
partition funtion) is the normalizing onstant ensuring that γN is a
probability measure on XN . Even if Z does depend on the base S the
density ρN does not. In the adjoint setting onsidered in the present
paper where L is replaed by L + KX , there is no need to speify the
bakground measure µ0 (equivalenly, µ0 is taken as any smooth volume
form on X whih indues an Hermitian metri on KX in suh a way that
the density ρN is independent of µ0).
The bridge between the point above proesses and the subjet of the
present paper is furnished by a formula whih is a simple variant of
a well-known formula of Heine and Szegö in the theory of orthogonal
polynomials:
(4.3) EN (e
−(u(x1)+...+u(xn)) = det
1≤i,j≤N
〈si, sj〉(ψ0+u,µ) ,
i.e.− logEN (e−(u(x1)+...+u(xn)) = Lω0(u) in the notation of the previous
setions [7℄. In fat, the formula above is a simple onsequene of the
following identity∫
XN
∣∣∣∣ det1≤i,j≤N(si(xi))i,j
∣∣∣∣
2
e−ψ0(x1)...e−ψ0(xN )µ = N !,
for (si) an orthonormal wrt the Hermitian produts indued by (ψ0, µ).
Note that in the probability litterature E(etY ) is alled the moment gen-
erating funtion of a given random variable Y.
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4.1. The ase of the two-sphere. Let now X be the two-sphere S2
embedded as the unit-sphere in Eulidian R3 and set
(4.4) ρN (x1, ..., xN) := Π1≤i<j≤N ‖xi − xj‖
2 /ZN
written in terms of the ambient Eulidian norm in R3, where ZN is the
normalizing onstant ensuring that γN is a probability measure on X
N
[in fat 1/ZN = N
N
(
N−1
0
)
...
(
N−1
N−1
)
/N !] The bakground measure is taken
as the indued volume (or rather area) form ω0 on S
2
normalized to give
unit volume to S2. Note that formula 4.6below shows that g(x, y) :=
log ‖x− y‖2 is the Green funtion for (S2, ω0) (ompare setion 2.1 in [8℄
and setion 4 in [52℄)
This random point proess has two ruial properties: i) it is invariant
under the isometry group of S2 and ii) it is determinantal.
In the physis litterature the ensemble above appears as the Gibbs
ensemble of a Coulomb gas of unit-harge partiles (i.e one omponent
plasma) onned to the sphere [17℄. An interesting random matrix real-
iziation of this proess was found very reently in [38℄ (ompare remark
22 below).
In this probabilisti frame work Corollary 3 may now be formulated as
the following multi-partile Moser-Trudinger inequality on S2 (whih is
sharper then the one onjetured in setion 5 in [30℄).
Theorem 20. The following upper bound on the moment generating
funtion of the utuation of a linear statisti in the point proess 4.4
with N−partiles on S2 holds
(4.5) logEN (e
t(u˜(x1)+u˜(x2)+...+u˜(xN))) ≤
N
N + 1
t2
2
‖du‖2
for any t ∈ R with equality i ω0 − tddcu is the pull-bak of ω0 under a
onformal transformation of S2.
Proof. First observe that, in terms of the standard omplex oordinate z
on S2 with the north pole removed we have the basi identity
(4.6) ‖x1 − x2‖
2 = |zi − zj |
2 e−ψ0(z1)e−ψ0(z2),
(this is obvious for zi and zj on the unit-irle in C and hene it holds
everywhere, sine the ation of the group SU(2) by Möbius transforma-
tions ats transitively and preserves both sides above). Substituting the
previous formula in the denition of ρN above shows, using the standard
produt formula for the Vandermonde determinant ∆(z1, ..., zN), that
ρN (x1, ..., xN ) := |∆(z1, ..., zN)|
2 e−ψ0(z1)...e−ψ0(zN ),
where ∆(z1, ..., zNk) = det(si(zj)), with si(z) equal to the monomial z
j .
By the general formula 4.3 it follows that
− logEN(e
−(u(x1)+...+u(xN ))) = LN−1(u)
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where Lm(u) is the funtional 3.11 . A simple saling hene gives
logEN (e
−t( ˜u(xi)+...+ ˜u(xN)) = −LN−1(u)− EN(
N∑
i=1
u(xi)).
Moreover, by general properties of determinantal point proesses there
exists a funtion ρ1 (alled the one-point orrelation funtion [35℄) on X
suh that
EN(
N∑
i=1
u(xi)) =
∫
uρ1ω0,
(in the present setting ρ1ω0 may be identied with the Bergman measure
β0 orresponding to u = 0; ompare formula 6.4). Sine ρN and hene
ρ1 is invariant under isometries of S
2
it follows that ρ1 is identially
onstant. Setting u = 1 above fores in turn this onstant to be equal to
N. All in all this means that
logEN(e
−t( ˜u(x1)+...+ ˜u(xN)) = −LN−1(u)−N
∫
uω0
Hene, applying Corollary 3 nishes the proof of the theorem (by repla-
ing u by −tu). 
In the formula above we used the notation ‖du‖2 for the squared
L2−norm on S2 of the gradient of u, written in onformally invariant
notation as ‖du‖2 :=
∫
S2
du ∧ dcu as in previous setions. Sine the mo-
ment generating funtion of a random variable ontrols the tail of its
distribution we obtain the following eetive large deviation bound:
Corollary 21. In the setting of the previous theorem the following large
deviation bound holds: for any given positive number λ:
ProbN{
1
N
(u(x1) + ... + u(xN)) > λ} ≤ e
− N
2λ2
2‖du‖2
N+1
N
if the linear statisti 4.2 is entered, i.e. if its expeted value vanishes.
Proof. The proof of this onsequene of the previous theorem is a stan-
dard appliation of Markov's inequality: for any given t > 0 we have
Prob{Y > 1} = Prob{etY > et} ≤ e−tE(etY ),
where in our ase Y = 1
Nλ
(u(x1) + ... + u(xN ). By the previous theorem
the rhs above is bounded by e−t+ct
2
for c = N
N+1
1
2
∥∥d( 1
Nλ
u)
∥∥2 . Setting
t = 1/2c (i.e. optimizing over t) nally proves the orollary. 
Note that eetive bounds as above are usually alled Cherno bounds
in the lassial probabilisti setting where the role of the linear statisti is
played by a random variable Y of the form Y = 1
N
(Y1+ ...+YN), where Yi
are independent random variables with idential symmetri distribution.
The bound in the previous orollary should be ompared with the
general non-eetive bound
(4.7) ProbNk{
1
N
(u(x1) + ... + u(xN)) > λ} ≤ Ce
−N2/C ,
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where C is a non-expliit onstant, implied by the large deviation prin-
iple proved in [8℄ for determinantal point proess in the general line
bundle setting (ompare the beginning of this setion). Note also that
the bound 4.7 is essentially ontained in the analysis in [52℄, sine X = P1
in this ase.
In the large N−limit the inequality in the previous theorem is also
losely related to a Central Limit Theorem (CLT) for the linear statisti
4.2. Indeed, when N tends to innity it an be shown that the inequality
4.5 beomes an asymptoti equality, i.e.
(4.8) lim
N→∞
logEN (e
−t( ˜u(xi)+...+ ˜u(xN)) =
t2
2
∫
S2
du ∧ duc
for any t ∈ R. In turn, by basi probability theory, this latter fat an be
shown to be equivalent to the following CLT:
u˜(x1) + u˜(x2) + ... + u˜(xN)→ N (0,
1
2
‖du‖2),
in distribution, when N → ∞, where N (0, 1
2
‖du‖2) is the entered nor-
mal variable with variane
1
2
‖du‖2 . See [47℄ for ombinatorial proofs of
this CLT on the sphere and [7℄ for general results in the line bundle
setting, using Bergman kernel asymptotis. It is also interesting to om-
pare with the ase of unitary random matries, where the the role of
the asymptotis 4.8 is played by Szegö's strong limit theorem [24℄. See
also [36℄ for the ase of Hermitian random matries and [2℄ for normal
random matries.
Loosely, speaking the CLT theorem above may also be formulated as
the statement that the the potential of the utuations of the empirial
measure 4.1 on S2 onverges in distribution to the Gaussian free eld on
S2 (see the introdution in [47℄ and referenes therein).
Remark 22. Consider the probability measure on gl(N,C) obtained by
delaring the omplex entries of an N × N matrix to be i.i.d omplex
Gaussians. Let ΦN be the map dened by
ΦN : (G1, G2) 7→ (z1, ..., zN)/SN ,
where the zi :s are the N zeroes in C (taking multipliities into aount)
of det(G1 − zG2), i.e. the eigen values of the matrix G2(G1)−1, when
G1 is invertible. A remarkable result in [38℄ says that the push-forward
under ΦN of the produt probability measure on gl(N,C)× gl(N,C) is
preisely the random point proess on S2 with N partiles dened by the
density 4.4 (under stereographi projetion).
5. Convergene towards Mabuhi's K-energy
In this setion we will briey onsider the asympoti situation when
the ample line bundle L is replaed by a multiple kL for a large positive
integer k. Building on [13℄ Berndtsson we will relate the large k asymp-
totis of Fkω0 to Mabuhi's K-energy. The work [13℄ was in turn inspired
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by the seminal work of Donaldson [28℄ where a funtional losely related
to Fkω0 was introdued (see setion 5.1 below). It should be pointed out
that there will be no original results in this setion. But we will give a
simple proof of Theorem 23 below whih only uses the C0−regularity of
the geodesi onneting two given smooth points in Hω0 , whih hopefully
is of some interest. See [19℄ for a proof whih uses the C1.,1C −regularity
(Theorem [19℄) in the ase when the rst Chern lass of X is assumed
non-positive ).
Fixing ω0 ∈ c1(L) we willl take kω0 as the referene Kähler metri
in c1(kL). Throughout the setion u will denote an element in Hω0. For
simpliity we assume that that the volume Vol(ω0) = 1. We will write
Fk(u) := kFkω0 − s¯Eω0
where s¯ is the topologial invariant of L dened as the average of the
salar urvature su of the Kähler metri ωu for any u in Hω0 . The sal-
ing in the denition of Fk(u) is motivated by the fullowing asymptoti
expansion of the dierential of the funtional Lkω0 :
(5.1) (dLkω0)ku = ω
n
u(1 +
1
k
su + o(1))/n!
where the term o(1) denotes a funtion whih tends to zero uniformly on
X (for u xed).
Using formula 2.3 the proof of the previous formula is redued to the
well-known asymptotis of the Bergman measure on kL+E, where E is
a given line bundle on E, due to Tian-Catlin-Zeldith. The reason that
su appears in the seond term is that E = KX (see [13℄). In partiular,
we obtain
(5.2) (dFk)ku := −(su − s¯)ω
n
u + o(1)
Following Mabuhi [44, 51℄ the K-energy (also alled the Mabuhi fun-
tional) is dened, up to an additive onstant, as the primitive M on
Hω0 of the exat one-form dened by the measure valued funtion u 7→
(su−s)ωnu on Hω0. Hene, u is a ritial point ofM on Hω0 i the Kähler
metri ωu has onstant salar urvature. We will denote by Mω0 the K-
energy normalized so that Mω0(0) = 0. Integrating along line segments
in Hω0 and using 5.2 immediately gives the asympotis
(5.3) Fk(u) = −Mω0(u) + o(1).
For the most general version of the following theorem see [21℄.
Theorem 23. Assume that the Kähler metri ωu has onstant salar
urvature. Then u minimizes Mabuhi's K-energy Mω0 on Hω0.
Proof. By the oyle property ofMω0 we may as well assume that u = 0
in the statement above. Now x an arbitrary u in Hω0 and take the
C0−geodesis ut onneting 0 and u. Given a positive integer k the fat
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that Fk is onave along ut (ompare the proof of Theorem 1) immedi-
ately gives
Fk(u) ≤ Fk(0) +
d
dt t=0+
F(ut).
Combining formulas 5.3, 5.2 then gives
Fk(u) ≤ −Mω0(u) +
∫
X
(su − s¯)ω
n
uv0 +
∫
X
o(1)ωnuv0,
where v0 =
du
dt t=0+
. But by lemma 16 we have that v0 is uniformly
bounded (in fat it is enough to know that its L1−norm is uniformly
bounded, whih an be proved as in [10℄. Letting k tend to innity the
assumption on u hene gives
−Mω0(u) ≤ −Mω0(0),
whih hene nishes the proof of the theorem. 
In partiular, the proof above shows that, Mω0 is onvex along a
geodesi, in the sense that it is the point-wise limit of the onvex fun-
tionals Fk along a geodesi onneting two points in Hω0, only using
the C0−regularity of the orresponding geodesi. Note however that the
denition of Mω0 as given above does not even make sense unless ut
is in C4(X), for t xed and ωt > 0 (the smoothness assumption may
be relaxed to ut ∈ C
1,1
C (X) using the alternative formula for Mω0 from
[50, 20℄). In the ase when the geodesi ut is assumed smooth and ωt > 0
the argument in the proof of the theorem above is essentially ontained
in [13℄. In this latter ase the onvexity statement seems to rst have
appeared in [43℄ (see also [26℄ ). In [28℄ the previous theorem was proved
using the deep results in [27℄ and the nite dimensional geodesis in
approximations of Hω0 as briey explained in the following setion.
5.1. Comparison with Donaldson's setting and balaned met-
ris. In the setting of Donaldson [28℄ the role of the spae H0(X,L+KX)
is played by the spae H0(X,L). Any given funtion u in Hω0 indues an
Hermitian norm Hilb(u) on H0(X,L) dened by
Hilb(u)[s]2 :=
∫
X
|s|2 e−(ψ0+u)(ωu)
n/n!
Then the funtional that we will refer to as LD(u), whih plays the role
of Lω0(u) in Donaldson's setting, is dened as in formula 1.4, but using
the salar produt on H0(X,L) orresponding to Hilb(u). With this def-
inition it turns out that LD(u) is onave along smooth geodesis (see
Theorem 3.1 in [13℄ for a generalization of this fat). However, it does
not appear to be onave along a general psh paths, whih makes ap-
proximation more diult in this setting. Moreover, Theorem 2 in [28℄
says that the ritial points of E − LD are in fat minimizers.
1
A ma-
jor tehnial advantage of Donaldson's setting is that the ritial points
1
Comparing with the notation in [28℄, LD, E and u orrespond to −L, −I and −φ,
respetively.
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(whih are alled balaned in [28℄) of the funtional E −LD ating on all
of C∞(X) are automatially of the form
(5.4) ψ = log( 1
N
∑
i |Si|
2)
fore some base (Si) in H
0(X,L). In partiular, u is automatially in
Hω0 (assuming that L is very ample). This is then used to replae
the spae Hω0 by the sequene of nite dimensional symmetri spaes
GL(N,C)/U(N) orresponding to the set of metris on L of the form
5.4 (alled Bergman metris). In partiular, the new geodesis, dened
wrt the Riemannian struture in the symmetri spae GL(N,C)/U(N)
are automatially smooth and the analysis in [28℄ is redued to this nite
dimensional situation.
Note also that in this setting there is a sign dierene in the expansion
5.1, where su is replaed by −su. As a onsequene, in Donaldson's ase
the funtional orresponding to Fk onverges toMω0 (without the minus
sign!), whih hene beomes onvex along smooth geodesis, whih is
onsistent with the onlusion reahed above, as it must.
Finally, note that ombining the upper bound in Theorem 1 ombined
with the lower bound oming from a (slight variant) of Donaldson's salar
produt on H0(X,L+KX) (i.e. using Theorem 2 in [28℄) gives
−C + kEkω0(u) ≤ Lkω0(ku) ≤ kEkω0(u),
where C is a positive onstant proportional to ‖ωnu/ω
n
0‖L∞(X) . In parti-
ular, this yields the asymptotis
(5.5) Lkω0(ku) = kEω0(u) +O(1),
whih is a well-known result. In fat, it may be diretly obtained using
the leading term in the asymptotis 5.1( see [9℄ for the generalization to
non-positively urved metris).
6. Appendix
6.1. Bergman kernels. Given a funtion u orresponding to the weight
ψ := ψ0 + u on the line bundle L we denote by Ku(x, y) the Bergman
kernel of the Hilbert spae (H0(X,L+KX), 〈·, ·〉ψ0+u), i.e.
Ku(x, y) := i
n2
N∑
i=1
si(y) ∧ ¯si(x),
represented in terms of a given orthonormal base (si) in (H
0(X,L +
KX), 〈·i, ·〉ψ0+u). This kernel may be araterized as the integral kernel of
the orreponding orthogonal projetionΠu onto (H
0(X,L+KX), 〈·i, ·〉ψ0+u),
i.e. for any smooth setion s of L+KX
(6.1) (Πus)(x) =
∫
Xy
s(y) ∧ K¯(x, y)e−(ψ(y)
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The Toeplitz operator T [f ] with symbol f ∈ C0(X), ating on (H0(X,L+
KX), 〈·i, ·〉ψ0) (dened below formula 1.5) may then be expressed as
(6.2) (T [f ])(x) =
∫
Xy
f(y)s(y) ∧ K¯(x, y)e−ψ(y)
Applying 6.1 Ku(x, ·) gives the following integrating out formula
(6.3) Nβu(x) := Ku(x, x)e
−ψ(x) :=
∫
Xy
|K(x, y)|2 e−(ψ(x)+ψ(y)
When studying the dependene of βu on u it is useful to express βu(x) as
the normalized one-point orrelation measure of the determinantal point
proess indued by ψ (see setion 4 and [7℄)
(6.4)
βu(x) =
1
N
Eψ(
N∑
i=1
δxi) =
∫
XN−1
|(detS0)(x, x2, ..., xN |
2 e−ψ(x)e−ψ(x2)...e−ψ(xN )/Zψ
In partiular, the map (x, t) 7→ (βut(x)/ω
n
0 ) is ontinuous if ut is a on-
tinuous path and hene there is a positive onstant C suh that
(6.5) 1/C ≤ (βut(x)/ω
n
0 ) ≤ C
on [0, 1] × X, if L + KX is globally generated, i.e. if βut(x) > 0 point-
wise. Formula 6.4 also shows, by the dominated onvergene theorem,
that
dβut (x)
dt t=0+
exists under the assumptions in the following lemma.
Lemma 24. Let ut be a family of ontinuous funtions on X suh that the
right derivative vt :=
dut
dt +
exists and is uniformly bounded on [0, 1]×X.
Then
(6.6)
R[v](x) :=
dβut(x)
dt t=0+
=
∫
Xy
|Ku(x, y)|
2 e−(ψ0(x)+ψ0(y)v0(y)−βut(x)v0(x)
.
Proof. The proof of the formula was obtained in [12℄ (formula 5), at least
in the smooth ase. For ompleteness we reall the simple proof. By
the disussion above we may dierentiate formula 6.3 and use Leibniz
produt rule to get
∂t(Kt(x, x)) = 2Re
∫
Xy
∂t(Kt(x, y)∧K¯(x, y)e
−ψt(y)−
∫
Xy
|Kt(x, y)|
2 (∂tψt(y))e
−(ψt(x)+ψt(y)
Applying formula 6.1 to the holomorphi setion s(·) = ∂tKt(x, ·) shows
that the seond term above equals 2∂t(Kt(x, x)). Hene,
∂t(Kt(x, x)) =
∫
Xy
|Kt(x, y)|
2 (∂tut(y))e
−(ψt(x)+ψt(y),
whih proves the lemma, sine Nβu(x) = K(x, x)e
−ψ(x)
. 
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6.2. A Bergman kernel proof of Theorem 9. Let ψt := ψ0 + ut.
As will be shown below, dierentiating Lω0(ut) gives
(6.7) ∂t∂t¯Lω0(ut) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(‖(∂t∂t¯ut)si‖
2
ψt
− ‖(∂t¯utsi)− Πut(∂t¯utsi)‖
2
ψt
),
where (si) is orthnormal wrt ψt = ψ0 + ut. Given this formula the ar-
gument proeeds exatly as in [13℄; by the denition of Πut , the seond
term inside the sum is the L2- norm of the solution s to the inhomogenous
∂¯−equation on X :
∂¯Xs = ∂¯X(∂tu))si,
whih has minimal norm wrt ‖·‖2ψt . Now the Hörmander-KodairaL
2−inequality
for the solution gives
(6.8) in
2
∫
X
s ∧ s¯e−ψt ≤ in
2
∫
X
∣∣∂¯X(∂tut)∣∣2ωut s ∧ s¯e−ψt ,
using that ωut > 0. Hene, by formula 6.7,
∂t∂t¯Lω0(ut) ≥
1
N
N∑
i=1
(
∥∥∥(∂t∂t¯ut)− ∣∣∂¯X(∂tut)∣∣2ωut )si
∥∥∥2
ψt
But sine, by assumption, (ddcU + π∗Xω0)
n+1 ≥ 0 the rhs is non-negative
(ompare formula 3.25), whih proves that Lω0(ut) is onvex wrt real
t. Note that Lω0(ut) is ane preisely when 6.8 is an equality. By ex-
amining the Bohner-Kodaira-Nakano-Hörmander identity implying the
inequality 6.8 one sees that the remaining term appearing in the identity
has to vanish. In turn, this is used to show that the vetor eld Vt de-
ned by formula 3.6 has to be holomorphi on X (see [13℄). Integrating
Vt nally gives the existene of the automorphism S1 in Theorem 9, as
explained in setion 3.1.
In [13℄ formula 6.7 was derived using the general formalism of holomor-
phi vetor bundles and their urvature. We will next give an alternative
Bergman kernel proof. First formula 6.6 and Leibniz produt rule give
∂t∂t¯Lω0(ut) =
∫
X
(∂t∂t¯ut)βut +
dβut
dt t=0+
(∂tut)
Next, by formula 6.6 the seond term may be expressed in terms of the
Bergman kernel Kt(x, y) assoiated to the weight ψt as
1
N
∫
X×X
|Kt(x, y)|
2 e−(ψt(x)+ψt(y)((∂tut)(x)(∂tu)(y)−
∫
X
β(∂tut)
2,
By simple and well-known identities for Toeplitz operators this last ex-
pression, for t = 0, is preisely the trae of the operator T [∂tut])
2 −
T [(∂tut)
2]. All in all we obtain
∂t∂t¯Lω0(ut) =
1
N
Tr(T [∂t∂t¯ut] + (T [∂tut])
2 − T [(∂tut)
2]),
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for t = 0. Expanding in terms of an orthonormal base si hene gives
∂t∂t¯Lω0(ut) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(‖(∂t∂t¯ut)si‖
2
ψ0+ut
+‖Πut(∂tutsi)‖
2
ψ0+ut
−‖∂tutsi‖
2
ψ0+ut
),
for t = 0 (and hene for all t by symmetry) whih nally proves 6.7, using
Pythagora's theorem.
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